Pursuant to War Department instructions October Ninth Transfer to Replacements Troops Unassigned Effective on Date of Departure and Send from S A T C Unit Princeton University Princeton NJ Regardless of Quarantine at Institution or Destination to Training Schools As Follows Colon to Fort Monroe VA Five To Arrive October Twelfth Comma to Camphaneck GA Six To Arrive October Thirteenth Comma To Camplee VA Fifty To Arrive October Thirteenth Period Only Men Who
CONTINUED 99NY H 129 GOVT

ARE NOT ILL WILL BE SENT PERIOD ALL MUST BE WARMLY CLOTHED PERIOD

ADVISE COMMANDING OFFICER AT DESTINATIONS WHETHER INSTITUTION IS

UNDER QUARANTINE PERIOD INSTITUTION WILL PROVIDE TRAVEL RATION PERIOD

IN QUARTERMASTER CORPS WILL FURNISH TRANSPORTATION PERIOD NOTIFY

COMMANDING OFFICERS AT DESTINATIONS PROBABLE TIME OFF ARRIVAL.
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455PM